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Ivan Pavlov

Finding classical conditioning was largely accidental.
He was originally studying digestion, and he noticed that
his dogs often started salivating even before they received
their daily meat rations.
“Premature salivation”
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Figure 4.2 Schematic

illustration of Pavlov’s experiment (a) Before training, food,
an unconditioned stimulus (US),
naturally evokes an unconditioned
response (US), salivation. In contrast, a neutral stimulus, such as
a bell, evokes no such response
by the dog before training.
(b) During training, the bell, formerly a neutral stimulus, becomes
a conditioned stimulus (CS) when
it is repeatedly paired with the
food US to evoke a salivation UR.
(c) After training, the bell, now a
conditioned stimulus (CS), evokes
a learned response, the conditioned response (CR) of salivation.
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(a) Before training

(a)

Time
Food US - unconditioned stimulus
Bell
Bell CS:
conditioned stimulus

Salivation UR - unconditioned response

US: unconditioned stimulus
UR: unconditioned response

(b) During training

CS: conditioned stimulus
CR: conditioned response

(b)

Time

Time
Food US: unconditioned stimulus

Bell
BellCS:
CS:conditioned
conditioned stimulus
stimulus

(c) After training

Salivation UR: unconditioned response
Salivation CR - conditioned response
Time

Time

Bell CS: conditioned stimulus

Salivation CR: conditioned response

How to measure how much the dog remembers empirically and logically?
bell, becoming a conditioned stimulus, or CS, as illustrated in Figure 4.2b.
After repeated presentations of the bell CS and the food US, the two became

which the brain substrates have been worked out in precise detail,
for every step, from the initial sensory input to the commands
that drive the resulting motor responses. For these reasons,
classical conditioning is avidly studied today by psychologists,

By keeping the dogs in restraints and
collecting saliva through a tube
surgically inserted into their mouths.

Figure 4.1 Pavlov’s apparatus for studying learning
A restrained dog has a surgical
tube inserted into its mouth to
collect and measure salivation
in response to meat placed in
front of it or to a cue, such as a
doorbell, that predicts delivery of
the food.
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What’s the point of
Classical conditioning
(Pavlovian conditioning)?

That’s the important point in Science also!
26/11/12 4:22 PM

IMAGINE THE CLASSICAL CONDITIONING
SITUATION IN YOUR LIFE
For example…

What’s US and CS?
Please make your own example.

TYPES OF CLASSICAL CONDITIONING
Make a story for aversive conditioning
with following pictures.

Good or bad?
Appetitive conditioning

Aversive conditioning
What’s US, UR, CS & CR?

AVERSIVE CLASSICAL CONDITIONING
World war II
Estes and Skinner developed a new conditioning procedure for rats that was
similar to what they imagined Londoners were experiencing.

Rat fear conditioning

FEAR CONDITIONING
Figure 3. Proteasome inhibitor blocks the anisomycin-induced fear memory impairment after retrieval. Vehicle, B-lactone, anisomycin, or
B-lactone with anisomycin was infused into the hippocampus CA1 region immediately after the first retrieval (retrieval 1). Then, the fear
level was retested 24 h after the drug infusion (retrieval 2). The fear memory of the anisomycin group was impaired at retrieval 2. However,
concurrent infusion of B-lactone with anisomycin prevented the anisomycin-induced fear memory impairment.

Art work by HF Kim
(Neuroscientist 2009)

FEAR CONDITIONING

Preconditioning

Conditioning

Retrieval

Let’s think about how to generate fear memory using animal!

1. What are associated with fear in this paradigm?
2. How can you test separately?

AFTER GENERATING THE FEAR MEMORY
WHAT HAPPENS?

1. Retrieval
2. Extinction

”Birds do it, bees do it, even educated fleas do it.”

BEHAVIORAL PROCESSES

Figure 4.4 Odor conditioning in

(a)

(b)
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Odor 1

Odor 2

Odor 1

Odor 2

flies (a) Flies are placed sequentially in
two different containers, first in one with
odor 1, where they are not shocked, and
then in another with odor 2, where they
are shocked. (b) Later, they are placed in
the middle of a container that has odor
1 at one end and odor 2 at the other end.
The flies move toward odor 1, which was
not associated with shock, indicating
that they have learned the odor 2–shock
association from their previous training.

What’s US, UR, CS, & CR?

ONE MOST IMPORTANT QUESTION!

Why does the animal exhibit
the conditioned response?

Anticipatory response that prepares
the animal for the expected US.

Limited resource

EYEBLINK CONDITIONING
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EYEBLINK CONDITIONING

What are the
US : Slap
UR : Eye blink
CS : Her
CR : Eye blink
?

Figure 4.6 Eyeblink con-

ditioning in humans and rabbits
(a) In human eyeblink conditioning,
a tone CS is delivered through
headphones. The US is a puff of air
delivered through the rubber tube.
The eyeblink CR is recorded by
EMG electrodes placed above and
below the eye. (b) In rabbit eyeblink conditioning, a similar rubber
tube delivers the airpuff US to the
rabbit in the restraining acrylic
glass case; a photobeam measures
the CR and UR.

is, unconditioned—eyeblink UR (if you don’t believe this, ask a friend to
blow lightly in your eye). The blink UR in human eyeblink conditioning can
be measured in several different ways, one of which is through the use of
electromyography (EMG) detectors of electrical activity of muscles, placed
above and below the eye as shown in Figure 4.6a. The CS is a tone, typically
delivered through headphones so that the volume can be regulated (and outside noises masked). With repeated pairings of the tone CS and airpuff US,
subjects develop a CR: in this case, an anticipatory blink that occurs before
US arrival, so that the eye is partially shut and partially protected when the
airpuff occurs.
What is most important about eyeblink conditioning is the similarity of
its appearance in many different species, so that the results found in one species can reasonably be expected to apply to others. Eyeblink conditioning
has been shown in mice, rats, and monkeys, but one of the most common

EYEBLINK CONDITIONING

(a)

Richard F. Thompson

Mark Gluck

(b)

Courtesy of Ernest Hilgard

at Yale University. Hull trained
Hilgard to blink in anticipation of a
slap to the face.

Figure 4.5 Face-slap eye-

blink conditioning in the 1920s
Clark Hull (standing with visor) and
his young graduate student Ernest
Hilgard (seated) in an early study
of classical eyeblink conditioning
at Yale University. Hull trained
Hilgard to blink in anticipation of a
slap to the face.

Figure 4.6 Eyeblink con-

ditioning in humans and rabbits
(a) In human eyeblink conditioning,
a tone CS is delivered through
headphones. The US is a puff of air
delivered through the rubber tube.
The eyeblink CR is recorded by
EMG electrodes placed above and
below the eye. (b) In rabbit eyeblink conditioning, a similar rubber
tube delivers the airpuff US to the
rabbit in the restraining acrylic
glass case; a photobeam measures
the CR and UR.
(a)

Using air puff and electromyography
26/11/12 4:22 PM

Mark Gluck
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and the anticipatory eyeblink is the CR.

Eye blink conditioning using rabbit

(a) Before training

Time

Tone

Tone?
(b) During training

Airpuff?
Time

Tone CS:
conditioned
stimulus

Time
Airpuff US:
unconditioned
stimulus

Eyeblink?
Eyeblink UR:
unconditioned
response

Figure 4.7 Learning
(c) After training

Time
Tone CS:
conditioned
stimulus
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Eyeblink CR:
conditioned
response

progression in rabbit eyeblink
conditioning (a) Before training,
the tone is a neutral stimulus that
has no relevance to rabbit. (b) The
tone CS followed by airpuff US
causes an eyeblink UR in a naive
rabbit. (c) The tone CS is followed
by a blink CR in a rabbit that has
undergone eyeblink conditioning. Compare these diagrams to
Figure 4.2, showing analogous
stages of Pavlov’s conditioning
procedure.
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curves for rabbit and human
eyeblink conditioning
(a) A learning curve showing the
percent of rabbits giving CRs
across blocks of training trials.
(b) Analogous learning curve for
human eyeblink conditioning.
Although these curves are qualitatively similar, they reflect different
training regimes since the rabbits
are usually trained in blocks of
1-hour trial sessions on successive
days, while humans are trained in
a single hour-long session.

(a) from Allen, Chelius, & Gluck, 2002;
(b) from Allen, Padilla, Myers, & Gluck, 2002.
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a conditioned compensatory response that lowered the dogs’ heart rate in
anticipation of the adrenaline causing an increase in heart rate. Such automatic
compensatory responses occur primarily in body systems that have a mechanism
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Extinguishing an Old Association
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Table 4.2
Widely used classical conditioning procedures
Appetitive conditioning
Unconditioned
stimulus, US

Unconditioned
response, UR

Conditioned
stimulus, CS

Conditioned
response, CR

Pavlov’s dog

Food

Salivation

Bell

Salivation

Quail sex

Sexually available
female

Approach, mounting,
and copulation

Light

Approach

Aversive conditioning
Fly shock

Shock

Attempt to escape

Odor

Attempt to
escape

Conditioned emotional
response

Shock

Freezing

Tone

Freezing

Eyeblink conditioning

Airpuff

Blink

Tone

Blink

To the uninformed observer, the learned conditioned response, the eyeblink
CR, is identical to the automatic unconditioned response, the eyeblink UR.
However, the learned CR takes place during the warning period provided by

experiments in classical conditioning: two appetitive preparations and three
aversive preparations. These are all reviewed in Table 4.2. To see if you really
understand this material and can tell your USs, URs, CSs, and CRs apart, try to
identify each in the real-world examples given in the accompanying Test Your
Knowledge box.

Test Your Knowledge
More Classical Conditioning in Everyday Life
Are you sure you can tell the US, UR, CS, and CR apart? Test yourself by identifying
each of them in the real-world situations described below. (Answers appear in the
Answers section in the back of the book.)
1. Advertisements for a new sports car show a sexy model draped over the car’s
hood.
2. Mark loves pizza. When he was a boy, his parents frequently had it delivered to
their home. Because the pizzas often arrived only lukewarm, his parents would
put the pizza, still inside the box, into the oven to heat up. This caused the box
to give off a smell of burning cardboard. Now, years later, whenever Mark smells
cardboard burning, he gets hungry for pizza.

26/11/12 4:22 PM

CONDITIONED COMPENSATORY RESPONSE
Subkov & Zilov, 1937 – Pavlov’s colleagues
Adrenaline was injected to dogs => increase in heart rate
Dogs’ heart rate increased less and less with each subsequent injections.

Tolerance
1st injection

Pseudo-injection => ???
or adrenaline injection cues => ???
Decrease the heart rate!

Heart rate

Q: What causes tolerance to develop?

After several
injections

ADDICTION
In sense of classical conditioning,
Cues can cause CR!
Room, friends & instruments => response to drugs
What should they do to quit?
What’s the reason?
How to explain the addiction with tolerance?

PROCESSING OF CLASSICAL
CONDITIONING

BEHAVIORAL PROCESSES

(a) Phase 1 training

(b) Phase 2 training

VALUE OF INFORMATION

(c) Testing

Value of information (VOI or VoI) is the amount a decision maker
would be willing to pay for information prior to making a decision
Class A

Class B

(a) Phase 1 training

Class A

Class B

(b) Phase 2 training

(c) Testing

shown in Figure 4.11a. Given enough trials with different stimuli, participants
would deduce the rule: circle → A/triangle → B.
Once this lesson was mastered, the experimenter showed participants a
slightly different set of figures: now all figures that were circular and thus
belonged to class A had a dot on top, while all figures that were triangular and
thus belonged to class B had a dot on the bottom (Figure 4.11b). This addition
A
Class
Class Aof the Class
of a Class
redundant
cue
inBphase 2 (position
dot) B
parallels the addition of the
licorice stimulus in the second month of the physician trying to figure out what
caused her patient’s rash. Participants in the Bower and Trabasso study continued to perform well by using their old rule of sorting on the basis of shape;
shown in Figure 4.11a. Given enough trials with different stimuli, participants
the
question was whether they would also learn that the dot position by itself
would deduce the rule: circle → A/triangle → B.
predicted class membership.
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Figure 4.11 Human sen-

sitivity to the informational
value of cues (a) Examples of
stimuli from phase 1 training of
the Bower and Trabasso experiment, in which all circular shapes
belong in class A and all triangular shapes belong in class B.
B E H A(b)
V IExamples
O R A L Pof
RO
CESS
E S phase
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from
2.
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B rulesenstill
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also
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on the(a)
topExamples
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all
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(c) A final
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ment,
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novel
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B rulefrom
by phase
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(b) Examples of→
stimuli
can
predict class
membership.
Participants
are shown
only circles
Adapted
from Bower
& Trabasso,
1964.
and triangles,
and
the same
circle → A/triangle → B rule still
applies. However, now there is
also a dot on the top of all class A
items and a dot on the bottom of

KAMIN’S BLOCKING EFFECT
CS - US
CS1 - US
CS1&CS2 - US

What happens?

KAMIN’S BLOCKING EFFECT
132
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After CS – US learning,
CS provides valuable new information
that helps an animal predict the future.
CS1 & CS2
CS1-US learning for long time, then
CS1&CS2-US learning
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Table 4.3
The blocking paradigm
Group

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3 (test)

Control
group

Rat sits in chamber; no training

Tone CS combined with
light CS → shock US

Tone CS or light
CS: medium CR

Experimental
“pre-trained”
group

Light CS → shock
US

Tone CS combined with
light CS → shock US

Tone CS : little or
no CR (learning is
“blocked”)

Kamin’s 1969 blocking study is worth describing in detail because of its
influence on subsequent theories of learning. In this study, one group of rats
(the control group) was trained with a compound cue consisting of a light
and a tone; this cue was reliably followed by a shock (see Table 4.3, control
group, phase 2). The light and tone constituted a compound CS that the

Blocking paradigm shows…
Contiguity between a cue and a US is not enough to elicit a CR.
It must reliable, useful and nonredundant information.

Pavlovian conditioning is not simple!

THINK ABOUT ERROR!!!

ERROR-CORRECTION LEARNING
Learn from failures.

1) Hit the ball too close
2) Hit the ball perfectly
3) Hot the ball too far

Learning

Behavioral change next time…

ERROR-CORRECTION
LEARNING
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Table 4.4
Error correction and response in Rescorla-Wagner model and tennis
Conditioning error

Model response

Tennis error

Herman’s response

Positive error: CS predicts nothing or
too little, but US unexpectedly occurs
or is unexpectedly strong

Increase association

Ball falls short

Increase strength of
serve

No error: CS predicts US, and predicted US occurs

No learning

Ball lands perfectly

Do same thing next
time

Negative error: CS predicts US, but no
US occurs

Decrease association

Ball goes too far

Decrease strength
of serve

actually occurs (Rescorla & Wagner, 1972). Rescorla and Wagner proposed

THE RESCORLA-WAGNER MODEL
In early 1970’s at Yale,

How to involve the error in learning?

Prediction error

Difference between whether the animal expects
the US and whether the US actually occurs
(Rescorla & Wagner, 1972)

THE RESCORLA-WAGNER MODEL

Rescorla and Wagner argued that if either no CS or a novel CS is presented followed by a US, the US will be
unexpected; this is considered a positive prediction error because there is more US than expected.

Surprising-based learning

THE RESCORLA-WAGNER MODEL
1. Each CS has an associative weight.

W and W
Light

tone

(Remind the blocking paradigm!)

The “W ” stands for the value of the weight for that cue
An associative weight of 100 means that whenever the CS appears, the US will follow 100% of the time.

THE RESCORLA-WAGNER MODEL
1. Each CS has an associative weight.

W and W
Light

Tone

2. The expectation of a US is based on a sum of weights for all the CSs present.

W

Light

+

W

Tone

THE RESCORLA-WAGNER MODEL
1. Each CS has an associative weight.

W and W
Light

Tone

2. The expectation of a US is based on a sum of weights for all the CSs present.
3. Learning is proportional to the prediction error.

Prediction error = actual US - expected US

W

Light

+

W

Tone

The actual US is defined as
100 if the US occurs and 0 if it
does not. The expected US is
the sum of the weights of all
the cues presented on that
trial.

compound-cue training phase of the blocking experiment
be equal to the sum of the values of the weights for the li
THE RESCORLA-WAGNER MODEL
cue: WLight ! WTone.
Having
defined
prediction
error,
we
can
compute
"W
1. Each CS has an associative weight. W and W
each cue weight—whether for tone or light—will change o
2. ing.
The expectation
of a US is based
on a W
sum of weights
fornumber
all the CSs present.
W +W
Remember
that
is
a
between
0 and 10
Cue
a particular
cueerror.
predicts theTheUS.
If "W as for a t
3. strongly
Learning is proportional
to the prediction
actual US is definedCue
100 if the US occurs and 0 if it
then WCue goes up; if "WCue is less than
0,
then
WisCue goes
does
not.
The
expected
US
Prediction error = actual US - expected US
the sum
of the weights ofas
all
the Rescorla-Wagner model, "WCue is
calculated
the cues presented on that
Light

Tone

Light

#WCue ! $ % prediction error

Tone

trial.

This equation says that the change in WCue on a trial is
stant #, called the “learning rate,” multiplied by the predi
will discuss some of the implications of different learning
The change in WCue on a trial is equal to a small constant ,
called the “learning rate,” multiplied by the prediction error.

ing. Remember that WCue is a number between 0 and 100 that specifies how
strongly a particular cue predicts the US. If "WCue for a trial is greater than 0,
then WCue goes up; if "WCue is less than 0, then WCue goes down. According to
the Rescorla-Wagner model, "WCue is calculated as

EASY QUESTION!!!

#WCue ! $ % prediction error

This equation says that the change in WCue on a trial is equal to a small constant #, called the “learning rate,” multiplied by the prediction error. Later we
will discuss some of the implications of different learning rates.

Test Your Knowledge
Computing the Prediction Error
What is the value of the prediction error if the actual US value is 90 and the
expected US value 30? (Answer appears in the Answers section in the back of the
book.)

Applying the Rescorla-Wagner Model to Learning a
New Association

To see all of this in action, suppose an animal is trained over many trials that a
light CS predicts a shock US, just like in phase 1 of the blocking study. Initially,
WLight is 0, meaning that the animal has no expectation of a shock US when it

APPLYING THE RESCORLA-WAGNER MODEL TO
LEARNING A NEW ASSOCIATION
Initially, WLight is 0, meaning that the animal has no expectation of
a shock US when it sees the light:
Expected US = Wlight = 0
Pretraining period

and
Prediction error = actual US - expected US = 100 - 0 = 100

implies that changes in the weights will occur gradually over
learning rate implies that learning takes place very quickly
the weights from one trial to another.
In practical
applicatio
APPLYING THE RESCORLA-WAGNER
MODEL
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Wagner
model, the learning rate is often derived by deter
LEARNING A NEW
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of
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most
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with
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Figure 3. Proteasome inhibitor blocks the anisomycin-induced fear memory impairment after retrieval. Vehicle, B-lactone, anisomycin, or
B-lactone with anisomycin was infused into the hippocampus CA1 region immediately after the first retrieval (retrieval 1). Then, the fear
level was retested 24 h after the drug infusion (retrieval 2). The fear memory of the anisomycin group was impaired at retrieval 2. However,
concurrent infusion of B-lactone with anisomycin prevented the anisomycin-induced fear memory impairment.
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Figure 3. Proteasome inhibitor blocks the anisomycin-induced fear memory impairment after retrieval. Vehicle, B-lactone, anisomycin, or
B-lactone with anisomycin was infused into the hippocampus CA1 region immediately after the first retrieval (retrieval 1). Then, the fear
level was retested 24 h after the drug infusion (retrieval 2). The fear memory of the anisomycin group was impaired at retrieval 2. However,
concurrent infusion of B-lactone with anisomycin prevented the anisomycin-induced fear memory impairment.
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Figure 3. Proteasome inhibitor blocks the anisomycin-induced fear memory impairment after retrieval. Vehicle, B-lactone, anisomycin, or
B-lactone with anisomycin was infused into the hippocampus CA1 region immediately after the first retrieval (retrieval 1). Then, the fear
level was retested 24 h after the drug infusion (retrieval 2). The fear memory of the anisomycin group was impaired at retrieval 2. However,
concurrent infusion of B-lactone with anisomycin prevented the anisomycin-induced fear memory impairment.

(CS)means
That

US
Expected Expected
US ! WLight
!!
20WLight ! 20

appears again, the animal will now have a modest expectation of the US:
Expected US ! WLight ! 20

Test Your Knowledge
The Learning Rate
1. Increasing the learning rate, !, in the Rescorla-Wagner model means that each
training trial will have ______ (more/less) impact on the changes in associative
weights.
2. If before a tone-shock training trial, WLight " 20, and after the trial WLight " 60, what
was the learning rate used to compute the change in this associative weight?
(Answers appear in the Answers section in the back of the book.)

Not perfect, but better than before! Figure 4.12a plots the changes in WLight
over many trials. As you can see from Figure 4.12b, they are the same as the
changes in expected US because there is only one cue and therefore only
one weight used to calculate the expected US. The graphs show the values
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increasing gradually until, after 20 trials, they equal 98.5 (just less than a perfect

Rescorla and Wagner argued that this is the principle by which rabbits (and
people and other animals) learn incrementally, trial by trial, to adjust their associations between a CS and a US. The Rescorla-Wagner model is called an errorcorrection rule because over many trials of learning, it reduces, or corrects, the
likelihood of prediction errors.

Test Your Knowledge
The Rescorla-Wagner Model
1. When a subject has not yet been exposed to a neutral stimulus, such as a light or
tone, what is the value of the expected US?
2. After repeated pairing of a previously neutral tone CS followed by a shock US,
would you expect the prediction error to increase or decrease?
(Answers appear in the Answers section in the back of the book.)
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in predicting that the US will follow. Because no tone is presented in phase 1,
WTone remains 0 throughout that part of the experiment. In phase 2, the tone CS
and light CS are presented together as a compound. With WLight already equal to
100, prediction of the US is perfect, so the prediction error is 0. Therefore, by
equation 1 above, there is no further change to any of the weights. The weight
of WTone will be stuck at 0 and will never change, no matter how many times the
tone-light compound is paired with the shock. As a result, in phase 3, the testing

USING THE RESCORLA-WAGNER MODEL TO
EXPLAIN BLOCKING
(a) Control condition in blocking experiment
Phase 1: No training

Phase 2: Light and tone (US)
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(b) Pre-trained condition in blocking experiment
Phase 1: Light only

W1+W2 !!!

Phase 2: Light and tone (US)

WTone

Figure 4.13

Simulation of the
blocking paradigm by
the Rescorla-Wagner
model Graphs show
WTone, WLight, and
expected US for (a) the
control condition and (b)
the pre-trained condition.
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(b) Pre-trained condition in blocking experiment
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How about the prediction error?
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100, and then all stabilize at those values (Figure 4.13a, right). In a subsequent
testing phase (phase 3 in Table 4.3), a medium-strong response is given to either
the tone or the light if they are presented individually because WLight and WTone
each equal 50 at the end of phase 2.
For rats in the “pre-trained” condition of the blocking paradigm described in
Table 4.3, the values change as plotted in Figure 4.13b. In phase 1, the animals
experience light → US conditioning. By the end of phase 1, WLight is equal to
about 100, so whenever the light is presented, the animal scores a perfect 100%
in predicting that the US will follow. Because no tone is presented in phase 1,
WTone remains 0 throughout that part of the experiment. In phase 2, the tone CS
and light CS are presented together as a compound. With WLight already equal to
100, prediction of the US is perfect, so the prediction error is 0. Therefore, by
equation 1 above, there is no further change to any of the weights. The weight
of WTone will be stuck at 0 and will never change, no matter how many times the
tone-light compound is paired with the shock. As a result, in phase 3, the testing

WHAT’S THE BENEFIT OF MODEL?
You can think more about what you cannot see before.
(a) Control condition in blocking experiment

Phase 1: No training

Phase 2: Light and tone (US)
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Imagine that you tested with smell and tone as US
after this control experiment.

Expected US
20
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0

What can you predict with this model?
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(b) Pre-trained condition in blocking experiment
Phase 1: Light only

Phase 2: Light and tone (US)
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Can rat learn the smell or not?
Explain the reason.

ERROR CORRECTION
IN HUMAN CATEGORY LEARNING
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CLASSICAL CONDITIONING

BEHAVIORAL PROCESSES

Expected Actual
burlosis burlosis

The patient is suffering from:
Bloody nose
Figure 4.14 A sample
training trial in Gluck and
Bower’s probabilistic categorization task On a particular
learning trial, a research subject
would see some symptoms (e.g.,
bloody nose and stomach cramp)
and make a diagnosis, and then be
given feedback as to whether or
not the diagnosis was correct.

Stomach cramp

Expected Actual
midosis midosis

Output nodes:
disease
categories

What is your diagnosis?
Burlosis

Midosis

Input nodes:
symptoms
Bloody
nose

Stomach
cramp

Puffy
eyes

Discolored
gums

| 141

Figure 4.15 Gluck and Bower’s network model of category learning The arrows from bloody nose and stomach cramp to
burlosis and from puffy eyes and discolored gums to midosis are thick,
indicating highly diagnostic relationships (that is, heavily weighted
cues). The other cues are of only moderate diagnosticity. This figure
shows a trial in which a patient presents with two symptoms, bloody
nose and stomach cramp; thus, these two input nodes are active (dark
red). The other two input nodes represent symptoms that are not present (puffy eyes and discolored gums), and these nodes are inactive
(gray). Relative activation levels (dark red and light red) of the two
“expected” category nodes are based only on the weight of the input
(the current associative weights of these cues) flowing up the arrows
from the active and present symptoms (bloody nose and stomach
cramp).
Adapted from Gluck & Bower, 1988.

is modeled in Figure 4.15 by turning “on” the corresponding input nodes.
Activating these two input nodes causes simulated neural activity to travel up
contributions to the field. Because of the growth of these connectionist network
four weighted connections, shown as arrows: two to burlosis and two to midosis
models in cognitive psychology, interest in simpler associative processes, such as
(Figure 4.15). On this trial, burlosis is the correct label, indicated by the very
classical conditioning, led to a revival of interest in the Rescorla-Wagner model.
dark “actual burlosis” node. The model is more likely to diagnose the patient as
The connectionist network models adapted their association weights using a
having the disease with the higher activation, namely, burlosis, which in fact is
generalized (and more powerful) variation on the Rescorla-Wagner model,
the correct diagnosis.
thereby showing how many complex human abilities (including speech recogniBy analogy with the Rescorla-Wagner model, these output-node activations
tion, motor control, and category learning) might emerge from configurations
are equivalent to the network’s expectation of one disease versus another. After a
of elementary associations similar to those studied in conditioning experiments.
student guesses at a diagnosis and is told the correct answer, learning in that stuOne example of this link between conditioning and cognition is a simple
dent is modeled by having the network modify the weights so as to reduce future
neural network model developed by Mark Gluck and Gordon Bower to model
error, in accordance with the Rescorla-Wagner model’s error-correction learn-
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MODULATION OF CS PROCESSING
Latent inhibition
Impaired learning following cue pre-exposure
Table 4.5

The latent inhibition paradigm
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MODULATION OF CS PROCESSING
Latent inhibition
Impaired learning following cue pre-exposure

Figure 4.16 Latent inhibition in rabbit eye-

blink conditioning This graph shows the percent
of trials producing CRs in each block of 50 trials during the common phase 2 tone-airpuff training of the
rabbits in the study. The rabbits in the control group
(dotted line) learned rapidly. In contrast, the rabbits in
the pre-exposed group (solid line), who had previously
experienced 850 trials of tone-alone presentations in
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No prediction error means no learning!
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BEYOND THE RW MODEL
Personally I do not like the alternative explanations but…

WHAT’S THE ATTENTION?

Animals have limited ability to process outside information.
They have to focus on.

Attention is the behavioral and cognitive process of selectively concentrating
on a discrete aspect of information, whether deemed subjective or objective,
while ignoring other perceivable information.

BEYOND THE RW MODEL
MACINTOSH’S MODEL
Attentional approach to Stimulus selection
RW model : US modulation theory

Why is it the US modulation theory?

CS modulation theory

Can you explain the blocking behavior with attention?
CS1 -- US

CS1 & CS2 -- US
CS1 => Learned
CS2 => No learning

BEYOND THE RW MODEL
Attentional approach to Latent inhibition
Concept of Salience
The salience (also called saliency) of an item – be it an object, a person, a
pixel, etc. – is the state or quality by which it stands out relative to its neighbors.
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control animals do. Thus, the only difference between
(but not US)
the two groups is that one group is pre-exposed to the
tone in phase 1.
As illustrated in Figure 4.16, rabbits in the preexposed group learn to associate the tone with a puff of air much more
slowly in phase 2 than do rabbits in the control group (Shohamy, Allen, &

Phase 1

Phase 2

BEYOND THE RW MODEL
MACINTOSH’S MODEL

Attentional approach to Latent inhibition

Figure 4.16 Latent inhibition in rabbit eye-

blink conditioning This graph shows the percent
of trials producing CRs in each block of 50 trials during the common phase 2 tone-airpuff training of the
rabbits in the study. The rabbits in the control group
(dotted line) learned rapidly. In contrast, the rabbits in
the pre-exposed group (solid line), who had previously
experienced 850 trials of tone-alone presentations in
phase 1, learned much more slowly.
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Adapted from Shohamy et al., 2000.
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Hmm… Is there any other kind of learning mechanism?
(You do not need to answer.)

SIMPLE QUESTIONS
BEHAVIORAL PROCESSES

Test Your Knowledge
Contrasting the Rescorla-Wagner and Mackintosh Models
1. Fill in the blanks: The Rescorla-Wagner model explains conditioning as modulation of the effectiveness of the ____ for learning, while the Mackintosh model
explains conditioning through modulation of attention to the _____ .
2. Which of these explanations of Connie’s behavior would be best explained by
the Rescorla-Wagner model? Which would be better explained by the Mackintosh
model?
a. Connie loved the oatmeal raisin cookies so much, she devoted all of her attention to them. She didn’t even bother tasting the chocolate chip cookies.
b. Connie was happy eating only the oatmeal raisin cookies, and she didn’t feel
any need to begin eating a new type of cookie.
(Answers appear in the Answers section in the back of the book.)

Further Facets of Conditioning
Both the US-modulation model of Rescorla and Wagner and the CS-modulation
model of Mackintosh have been influential in enhancing our understanding of
associative learning (Rescorla & Wagner, 1972; Mackintosh, 1975). They are pow-
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CLASSICAL CONDITIONING

Figure 4.17 Delay and

trace forms of eyeblink conditioning (a) In delay conditioning,
the CS continues throughout the
training trial and only terminates
when the US terminates. (b) In
trace conditioning, a short CS is
followed by a gap before the US
occurs. (c) The percentage of conditioned eyeblinks as a function of
the length of the interval between
the onset of CS and the US in a
delay-conditioning experiment.
Adapted from McAllister, 1953.
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arriving US. Although many trial-level learning models treat these types of

BRAIN SUBSTRATES
Which regions of brain are involved in the classical conditioning?
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Figure 4.18 Cerebellar

circuits for motor-reflex
conditioning in mammals A
schematic diagram of the cerebellar circuits for conditioning. The
CS input pathway is purple, the CR
output pathway is red, and the US
input pathway is green. Excitatory
synapses are shown as arrows,
and inhibitory synapses terminate
with a rectangle.
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Day 2
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Figure 4.19 Electrophysiological

recordings in the rabbit cerebellum during classical conditioning (a) Response of
a trained rabbit to the CS. (b) Response of an
untrained, naive rabbit to the CS alone (top)
and to the US alone (bottom). The blue lines
show the eyeblink behavior (the extent of eyelid
closure over time), while the graphs below
them show the frequency of neuronal firing in
the interpositus nucleus.
Adapted from McCormick and Thompson, 1984.
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US

Researchers have also recorded unpaired-CS or US-alone trials in naive rabbits. In both cases, where there is no CR, there is no activity in the interpositus
nucleus, as seen in Figure 4.19b. The lack of substantial interpositus activity in
a US-alone trial (despite a strong eyeblink UR) confirms that the cerebellum is
responsible for conditioned eyeblink CRs only and not for the unconditioned
eyeblink URs.
Figure 4.20 shows the firing rates recorded for a single Purkinje cell in a
well-trained rabbit, with the time of the CS onset and the US indicated below.
Purkinje cells spontaneously fire all the time, even when nothing is happening.
However, in a well-trained animal, many of these cells decrease their firing in
response to the tone CS, as shown in Figure 4.20. Why would the Purkinje cells
turn off in response to a CS? Looking back at the diagram of cerebellar circuitry
in Figure 4.18, note that Purkinje cells inhibit the interpositus nucleus, the
major output pathway driving the conditioned motor response. Shutting off the
Purkinje cells removes inhibition from the interpositus, freeing the interpositus
to fire (as in Figure 4.19a).
Figure 4.20 Purkinje cell

activity in a well-trained rabbit
The Purkinje cell’s normal high rate
of firing is halted in response to
the CS and resumes after the US
has occurred.
Data from R. F. Thompson.
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how support for a theory can be strengthened by converging evidence from
a variety of scientific methods, such as electrophysiological recordings, brain
stimulation, experimental lesions, temporary inactivation of brain structures,
and genetically mutated animals.
The cerebellum has two main regions, as shown in Figure 4.18. Lying along
its top surface is the cerebellar cortex, which contains certain large, drop-shaped,
densely branching neurons called Purkinje cells. Beneath the cerebellar cortex
lies a collection of cells called the cerebellar deep nuclei, one of which is the interpositus nucleus. There are two major sensory-input pathways to the cerebellum:

CAN YOU TRAIN THE ANIMALS ARTIFICIALLY?
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stimulation of the inferior olive for a
US Similar conditioning over 4 days of
training is seen whether an airpuff (dotted
line) or a stimulation of the inferior olive
(solid line) was used as the US.
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Adapted from Steinmetz et al., 1989.
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Impaired Conditioning following Cerebellar Damage

Another experimental approach for investigating the neural bases of classical
conditioning is to introduce brain lesions—that is, to selectively remove small
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TAKE HOME EXAM

1. Please answer all questions in my lecture slides.
2. Please answer the ‘test your knowledge’ in my lecture slides.

Due day is Oct. 22nd, 12:00AM

NEXT CLASS…
Long-term potentiation, consolidation, reconsolidation, retrieval, extinction, hippocampus
& Mechanism of Classical fear conditioning

